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1. Introduction 
Prediction of local and steep weather change such as heavy rain and lightning strike are 
urgently needed for disaster prevention. In Japan, Automated Meteorological Data 
Acquisition System (AMeDAS) has been operational throughout the country, with a mesh 
size of 20 km. Lightning Location Positioning (LLP) system, Lightning Position and 
Tracking System (LPATS), and SAFIR (Surveillance et Alerte Foudre par Interférometrie 
Radioélectrique) have been also used for lightning detection. (MacGorman & Taylor, 1989; 
Théry, 2001; Hayashi, 2006; Matsudo et al, 2007; Hauf et al, 2007) All of these weather 
observation systems, however, are comprehensive and necessary to analyze the multipoint 
data for the weather forecast in a certain area. 
Heavy rain and lightning strike locally occur during a short time period. They are often 
broken out at low-altitude and mainly caused by ice-crystals in cloud. Such local and steep 
weather change should be observed and be distinguished at a point observation. Radar 
(Radio Detection and Ranging) is a solution to catch weather change, but it can only detect 
rain droplets and cannot detect cloud particles which are precursors of heavy rain. To 
predict the heavy rain and lightning strike, low-altitude atmosphere and cloud should be 
observed. Furthermore, the flow of ice-crystals should be monitored. 
Lidar (LIght Detection And Ranging) can observe the atmosphere and cloud. It is stand-
alone system and can distinguish ice-crystals from water droplets. On the other hand, Lidar 
technique is unsuited for observation in the near range because the laser beam will be 
dangerous for human eye. 
To develop the disaster prediction system for local weather change, we apply the lidar 
technique. The system was designed with emphasis on the following characteristics: 
  Stand-alone 
    Compactness 
Eye-safety 
To realize such a system, in-line optics, or common optics for transmitter optics and receiver 
optics, was adopted. It is usual technique for microscope optics, while the pulsed energy on 
lidar is too high that no one could accomplish its development since the first proposal. 
(Measures, 1984) Micro Pulse Lidar (MPL) broke though the problem and built up the new 
generation in lidar field. (Spinhirne, 1993, 1994 & 2001; Grund & Sandberg, 1996; Lee et al, 
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1996; Welton, 2001; Hwang et al, 2002) Our first developed lidar is also MPL. By installing 
the in-line optics, near range detection and narrow Field Of View (FOV) observation were 
realized simultaneously. 
After the success of our in-line MPL, the next approach for in-line lidar for high precision 
polarization measurement was conducted. While it is not eye-safe, it is capable of near range 
detection and narrow FOV observation. 
Though the development of the unique lidars, we brushed up our skill and built up the 
stand-alone local weather prediction system for disaster prevention. 
This chapter introduces the lidar theory, in-line optics, initial and next approach of the 
original lidar development for low-altitude atmosphere and cloud.  
2. Outlook 
The goal of our research is the prediction of local weather for prevention of disasters such as 
heavy rain and lightning strikes. To achieve this, monitoring of the flow of ice-crystals in the 
cloud is effective. Local and steep weather changes such as heavy rain and lightning strikes 
occur in the low altitude atmosphere. At first our group developed a compact in-line type 
micro pulse lidar (MPL) system which can detect local and fast changes in low-altitude 
clouds and monitor the flow of ice-crystals in clouds by measuring the depolarization effect. 
(Shiina, 2002, 2005a, & 2005b) Thanks to the in-line optics, the system can detect near range 
echoes with the narrow field of view of 0.1 mrad. It can also distinguish the ice-crystals from 
sphere particles by examining the depolarization. The laser pulse energy is in the order of 
micro joule, and the system is eye-safe. We have succeeded in the prediction of heavy rain, 
while the prediction of lightning strikes is yet to be accomplished, because the correlation 
between the ice crystal flow and lightning discharge is indirect. In order to establish direct 
correlation between the lightning discharge and the transmitted lidar beam, we considered 
the use of the Faraday effect, by which the electromagnetic pulse due to the lightning 
discharge rotates the polarization plane of the propagating beam in the ionized atmosphere. 
By measuring the rotation angle of the polarization plane of the propagating beam, the 
electron density, discharge current and the lightning position can be estimated. We aim to 
develop the new concept lidar for lightning discharge detection. 
Numerical analysis using a cloud-to-ground discharge model showed that the rotation angle 
for visible light is <1 degree. (Shiina, 2008a) A laboratory experiment using an impulse 
voltage generator and a discharge chamber (with a gap length in the order of cm) was 
conducted, and the experimental results were in agreement with the analysis results. 
(Shiina, in press) Another laboratory experiment using a larger impulse voltage generator 
(with a gap length in the order of m) was conducted, and the rotation of the polarization 
plane of the beam propagating through the immediate vicinity of the discharge path was 
confirmed. (Shiina, 2008b; Fukuchi, in press) 
In order to detect a small rotation angle of the polarization plane, we developed a new 
concept lidar system for high precision polarization measurement. The isolation between the 
orthogonal polarizations must be improved up to >30 dB, which was realized by a specially 
designed polarization- independent optical circulator composed of Glan laser prisms and 
highly transparent Faraday rotators. Thanks to the in-line optics, the echoes could be 
detected from near range. We examined the echoes in the viewpoint of accuracy of 
estimation of rotation angle of the polarization plane and system stability. (Shiina, 2007a) 
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3. First approach – lidar theory and depolarization measurement - 
3.1 Three types of lidar optics 
There are three types of fundamental structures of lidar optics.(Shiina, 2005b) A biaxial type 
shown in Fig.3-1(a) has separate optics for the optical transmitter and the optical echo 
receiver, and the laser beam is transmitted parallel to the receiver axis. A coaxial type shown 
in Fig.3-1(b) transmits the laser beam along the receiver axis. An in-line type shown in Fig.3-
1(c) has a common optics for the transmitter and the receiver, i.e. the telescope is used for 
both transmission and reception. 
The biaxial and coaxial types have the demerit of having a blind area (non-detectable range 
of lidar echo) at near range. For the biaxial type, an easy way to shorten the blind area is to 
broaden the receiver’s field of view (FOV), but this increases the background noise and 
decrease the dynamic range of lidar echo. Another method is to set the path of the 
transmitted laser beam at a slant angle against the receiver axis. However, in this 
configuration, the laser beam deviates from the receiver’s FOV beyond a certain distance. 
In the coaxial type, the laser path and the receiver axis are collinear. This necessitates the 
implementation of a transmitter mirror (usually located on the back side of the secondary 
mirror). Therefore, the shadow of the transmitter mirror (secondary mirror) creates a blind 
area at near range. Furthermore, a pinhole (spatial filter) is usually inserted at the focal point 
of the receiver telescope in order to narrow the receiver’s FOV to eliminate the background 
light. The lidar echo from near range is out of focus and is blocked by the pinhole, resulting 
in the blind area. 
In contrast, by using in-line typed optics, the laser path is always overlapped with the 
receiver’s FOV even if it is narrow of the order of 0.1 mrad. As the beam size of the 
transmitted laser beam can enlarged up to the telescope aperture, there is no blind area of 
near range lidar echoes. There exists the technical problem of separating the transmitted 
beam and the lidar echoes. 
 
Echo
Laser
Echo
Laser
Echo
Laser
(a) Biaxial (b) Coaxial (c) In-line
 
Fig. 3-1. Three types of lidar optics. 
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3.2 Lidar equation 
The lidar echo characteristics were evaluated by calculating the lidar echo power Pr(L) and 
its signal-to-noise ratio SNR(L).(Measures, 1984; Weitkamp, 2005; Fujii & Fukuchi, 2005) 
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where, P0 is the transmitting power, K is the system optical efficiency, Ar is the receiver’s 
area, c is the speed of light, τ is the pulse width, β(L) is the backscattering cross section, Y(L) 
is the geometrical form factor, T(L) is the transmittance, Pb is the background light power, 
α(L) is the atmospheric extinction coefficient, M is the number of signal summation, η is the 
detector’s quantum efficiency, μ is the detector’s noise factor, h is Planck’s constant, υ is the 
light frequency, Pd is the equivalent dark current power. 
The collimated beam is transmitted to the atmosphere, scattered in all directions, and a 
small part of the scattered light is collected by the receiver. The fraction of the scattered light 
returning to the receiver is proportional to the solid angle subtended by the receiver 
aperture, so the lidar echo intensity is inversely proportional to the square of the distance 
(from the location of the lidar to the point at which the scattering occurs). The transmitted 
beam and the backscattered echo are attenuated by the atmospheric transmittance, i.e., due 
to the atmospheric extinction coefficient. The geometrical form factor Y(L) is an overlap 
function between the receiver’s FOV and the transmitting beam. It is determined by the 
specifications of the transmitted laser beam, the receiving telescope, and the field stop 
aperture. (Halldorsson & J. Langerholc, 1978; Harms, 1979; Sugimoto et al, 1990) 
3.3 Simulation 
The lidar echo was estimated for the three type lidars: the coaxial type lidar, the improved 
coaxial type lidar, and the in-line type lidar with an annular beam. The specifications are 
summarized in Shiina, 2005b. The coaxial type and the improved type lidars have been put 
to practical use. The transmitting beam was fired from the center of the telescope, generally 
on the secondary mirror. The improved coaxial lidar was designed for near range echo 
measurement. The divergence of the transmitting beam and the receiver’s FOV were larger 
than those of the coaxial type lidar. A photomultiplier (PMT) was used as the detector in the 
case of the improved coaxial type lidar, while and avalanche photodiode (APD) was used 
for other lidar types. The coaxial type lidar is the typical compact lidar. The intensity of the 
transmitting beam was nearly equal in these models, while their intensity distributions and 
aperture sizes were different.  
At first, the geometrical form factor Y(L) was examined. The result is shown in Fig. 3-2(a). 
The Y(L) of the improved coaxial type lidar has the fastest rise of the three. This is because 
the beam divergence and the receiver’s FOV were large. The Y(L) of the in-line type lidar 
rises slowly and needs a longer distance to reach unity. The important point, however, is the 
receiver’s efficiency at near distance for the lidar echo estimation. The coaxial type lidar 
cannot detect the echo within 0.2 km in this condition. The Y(L) of the in-line type lidar 
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never becomes 0 and is higher than that of the other two type lidars at the nearest distance. 
This effect is due to the similarity between the intensity distribution of the annular beam 
and the receiver’s efficiency distribution in the near range. The lidar echo variations along 
the propagated distance are shown in Fig. 3.2(b). The atmospheric extinction coefficient was 
α=1.70x10-4/m and the backscattering coefficient was β=3.4x10-6/m. The usual lidar echo 
variation along the propagated distance has a peak such as that of the coaxial type and the 
improved coaxial type lidar. The peak is caused by the relation between the geometrical 
form factor Y(L) and the lidar echo intensity P(L), which both depend on the propagated 
distance. On the other hand, the echo variation of the in-line type lidar has no peak, i.e., the 
lidar echo is maximum at the nearest distance and decreases monotonously along the 
propagated distance. This is mainly due to the efficiency of the geometrical form factor in 
the near range. Although the improved coaxial type lidar had the high signal-to-noise ratio 
in the near range, the ratio decreases rapidly along the further propagated distance in 
comparison with those of the coaxial and the in-line type lidar. The improved coaxial type 
lidar needs the distance of more than a few kilometers to obtain the ideal echo variation, in 
which the lidar echo is inversely proportional to the square of the propagated distance. The 
in-line type lidar approximately has the ideal echo variation from the nearest distance. This 
facilitates the analysis of the near range echo, because there is no need for compensation for 
the variation of the factor Y(L). The result also indicates that the in-line type lidar can detect 
any obstructions (human, building, etc.) without blind range. 
 
In-line
Coaxial
Improved coaxial
In-line
Coaxial
Improved coaxial
Atmosphere
a : 1.70x10 -4/m
b : 3.40x10 -6/m
 
Fig. 3-2. Geometric form factor Y(L) and Signal-to-Noise ratio SNR(L) with the three lidars. 
3.4 Depolarization measurement 
Small particles suspended in the atmosphere include aerosols, raindrops, cloud particles, 
ice-crystals. Rayleigh scattering and Mie scattering are commonly used for lidar observation. 
Cloud particles, which we intend to measure, have a diameter of about 5 μm, and cause Mie 
scattering. (Pal & Carswell, 1973; Ryan et al, 1979; Sassen, 1991; Zaccanti et al, 1993; Gai et al, 
1996) The polarization plane of incident bream and backscattering echo against a cloud 
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particle and an ice-crystal are illustrated in Fig. 3-3. In the scattering, the backscattering 
echoes keep the incident polarization plane when the beam hits the cloud particles 
(spherical particles). On the contrary, non-spherical particles such as ice-crystals change the 
incident polarization. It is known as depolarization effect. It is caused by the difference of 
Fresnel’s refraction coefficient between the parallel and the orthogonal polarization. When 
the beam hits the plane surface of ice-crystal perpendicularly, the depolarization never 
occurs. When the beam hits the crystal at an angle, one can distinguish the ice-crystals from 
the spherical particles such as cloud particles by examining the orthogonal polarization 
components of the lidar echoes. 
The spherical particles, however, cause depolarization in the case of multiple scattering. 
(Sassen & Petrilla, 1986; Kerscher, 1995; Bruscaglioni et al, 1995) To reduce the contribution 
of multiple scattering, it is effective to narrow the receiver’s FOV. The biaxial and coaxial 
lidars with narrow FOV have a broad blind area, because it a certain distance is needed for 
the transmitted beam to enter into the receiver’s FOV (the overlap function has a slow rise 
with respect to distance). In contrast, the in-line type lidar can have a narrow FOV with no 
blind area.  
 
Normal backscattering
Depolarization Depolarization
Single Scattering Multiple Scattering
Cloud particle
Ice crystal
 
Fig. 3-3. Normal backscattering and depolarization by ice-crystals and cloud particles. 
4. First Approach – In-line MPL- 
4.1 Apparatus  
The setup of the in-line MPL is illustrated in Fig. 4-1. The optical circulator and the pair of 
Axicon prisms were installed into the lidar optics. (Shiina, 2005a) The laser source is a LD 
pumped YLF laser, of wavelength 1.047μm, pulse width 5 ns, output energy 80μJ, and 
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maximum pulse repetition frequency 50 kHz. The transmitted beam is collimated by the 
beam expander just behind the laser head and passes though the optical circulator. 
The optical circulator makes allows measurement of the orthogonally polarized echoes with 
two detectors, that is, the same polarized component (p-component) as the transmitting 
beam and the orthogonal one(s-component).(Shiina, 2002) The s-component echo is reflected 
at the polarized beam splitter (PBS2) and goes to the detector APD(s), while the p-
component echo passes through the circulator optics and goes to the detector APD(p) (See 
Fig.4-2). The insertion and isolation characteristics of the optical circulator are summarized 
in Table 4-1. The insertion loss as the transmitter is 2dB and the isolation between the 
orthogonal polarized echoes is about 20dB. As the insertion loss of the Faraday rotator was 
large, the sensitivity of the s-component echo became twice of that of the p-component one. 
It is convenient to estimate the depolarization effect by comparing the weak s-component 
echo with the p-component one. All optical elements have small tilts (1.5 degrees) against 
the optical axis. The laser head also has a tilt of 3 degrees against the optical axis. As the in-
line MPL could not reject the directly reflected light from the lidar optics perfectly, the 
reflected light influenced the lidar echo signal (ringing or saturation of the lidar receiver’s 
electrical circuit, etc.). Pinholes were inserted in front of the detectors (APDs) in order to 
prevent the light directly reflected from the in-line optics from entering the detectors. Its 
aperture was determined in combination with the tilts of the in-line optics.  
In the in-line type lidar, the same telescope is used for transmission and reception. When the 
transmitted beam passes through the telescope, part of the beam is reflected by the 
secondary mirror, obstructing the transmitted beam and causing a large noise signal upon 
returning to the detector. Therefore, a pair of Axicon prisms was installed to prevent this 
reflection. The prism pair creates an annular beam, whose hole overlaps the secondary 
mirror of the reflecting telescope. The insertion loss of the transducer was 0.932 dB. The 
insertion loss of the whole lidar optics was about 3 dB. The total energy of the output beam 
was 8 kW. The eyepiece focuses the transmitting annular beam at the field stop aperture 
(FSA). The FSA is a pinhole of 650 μm diameter. At the focal point, the annular beam 
changes its beam shape into the nearly non-diffractive beam, of which spot size is less than 
4μm diameter . (Belanger & Rioux, 1978; Durnin & Miceli, 1987; Indebetouw, 1989; Scott & 
McArdle, 1992; Arrimoto et al, 1992; Doskolovich et al, 1993; Kono, 1995 & 1996; Soifer et al, 
1997) The beam then passes though the FSA without any obstruction. The annular beam 
finally goes to the telescope. A Schmidt-Cassegrain reflecting telescope was used for the 
transmitter and receiver. The annular beam was expanded up to the telescope aperture (304 
mm diameter). The quality of the transmitting beam was verified by the identification 
between the annular beam enlarged by the telescope and that in front of the eyepiece. The 
light directly reflected from the in-line optics was suppressed to below 0.1 mW. The FOV of 
the telescope is 0.1 mrad, determined by the focal length of the telescope and the aperture 
size of the FSA. The divergence of the transmitting beam can be controlled by the beam 
expander. Though the divergence does not depend on the telescope’s FOV, it is basically less 
than the FOV.  
The detectors are NIR enhanced Si-APDs (PerkinElmer 30954E). They have responsivity of 
36 A/W at wavelength 1064 nm and at the operating voltage. The responsivity rises up over 
500 A/W near the breakdown voltage. The voltage over the breakdown is in the region of 
the Geiger mode. In our system, the APDs were used in the analog mode between the 
operating voltage and the near breakdown voltage. All optics including the laser head and 
the detectors were mounted on the telescope tube. It allows measurement of lidar echoes 
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Optical Circulator 
Axicon Prisms APD Unit (p) 
APD Unit (s) 
Laser Head 
Laser : LD pumped YLF Laser 
 Power 80μJ/ 5ns 
 λ
 1047nm 
 RPF : 1-10kHz 
 
Telescope : Schmidt Cassegrain 
 Aperture 30.4cmφ 
 FOV : 0.1mrad 
 
Detector : NIR enhanced Si-APD 
 Responsivity 36A/W 
 Analog mode operation 
   
Fig. 4-1. Optics of In-line typed micro pulse lidar. 
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Fig. 4-2. The optical circulator for in-line type lidar. 
 Port I Port II Port III Port IV 
Transmitter 
- 
(Incident TEM00 Mode)
2.08 >60.0 >60.0 
- 
- 
(Parallel component to the incident beam)
3.27 21.5 
Receiver 
- 
- 
(Normal component to the incident beam)
17.2 0.50 
Table 4-1. Insertion and isolation characteristics of the Optical Circulator in Decibels.  
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from the near distance with the narrow FOV. The incident beam energy into an human eye 
was 5.34 J/s. It is lower than the maximum permissible exposure (MPE) value of 11.4 J/s in 
the same condition. (American National Standards Institute, 1986) The in-line MPL keeps 
eye-safety even in front of the system. 
4.2 Near range observation 
Figure 4-3 shows the observation results of ice-clouds during 22:40-4:20 local time (JST) on 
January 24, 2009. Lidar echoes of p- and s- components were captured simultaneously. The 
observation angle was 4 degrees from zenith. In General, ice-crystals in the sky are parallel 
to the ground.(Sassen, 1991) Since the angle of incidence was too small, echoes observed 
from upper clouds at the altitude of 1200-2000 m (A) (B) contained only p-component, while 
sparse and intensive s-component echoes were widely captured from cloud at the altitude of 
600-1800 m (C) during 22:40-3:00. Especially strong echo was detected in s-component echo 
during 2:40-3:00 (D). In this period, strong wind was also observed in that period. Since ice-
crystals leaned against the zenith direction while falling, ice-crystal echoes were captured in 
s-component. 
The downdraft could be also recognized by lowering of the cloud base. Although snowfall 
or downfall could not be observed on the ground, the ice-crystals would have melted away 
during descent because the ground temperature was about 4 degrees.(Sassen, 1991) Indeed, 
both of the p- and s-component echoes could not been detected near the ground. The in-line 
typed MPL with the narrow FOV and depolarization measurement can examine dynamics 
of ice-crystals in low-altitude clouds. 
Next, measurement of heavy rain and thundercloud are shown in Fig.4-4. The eve of the 
heavy rain was observed in the low altitude atmosphere at July 4, 2006, as shown in Fig.4-
4(a). The cloud base was around 1200 m and above. At 17:00, strong echoes (p-component) 
appeared at very low altitude (100-600 m). The echoes reached near ground, while it did not 
grow up to the cloud base. The downfall was not detected on the ground. Although the 
droplets caused the strong echoes could not distinguished by visual contacts, heavy rain 
started just after the observation. The system could detected the steep change in low-altitude 
and local area. Low altitude thundercloud was also observed as a trial at the evening on July 
14, 2006, as shown in Fig.4-4(b). The cloud base came close to the ground; about 400 m. 
Strong echoes appeared in the cloud. The cloud echoes usually come from the cloud base, 
and decrease exponentially over a characteristic distance of about 300 m. The result of 
thundercloud did not show such a exponential change, but showed strong signals in the 
cloud. It is not easy to clear the casual correlation between the thundercloud echoes and 
thunder activity. To capture the precursors of the lightning and predict the lightning strike, 
we must catch more direct sign from the lightning. 
5. Next step – Direct detection of lightning discharge- 
5.1 Faraday effect 
The interaction between the light and the atmosphere is caused by scattering (Mie, Rayleigh, 
Raman), and also by the magneto-optical effect and electro-optical effect. The magneto-
optical effect (Faraday effect) is associated with the lightning discharge. It has been reported 
as an optical measurement method for magnetic confinement fusion reactor. (Kawahata & 
Okajima, 2000) The polarization plane of a beam propagating parallel to the magnetic flux is 
rotated in a partially ionized atmosphere (plasma) (Fig.5-1). The rotation angle is 
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Fig. 4-3. long term ice-cloud measurement. January 24, 2009. Temp. 3.7deg Hum. 70% Cloudy 
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Fig. 4-4. lidar echoes (p-components) in bad weather condition. (a) July 4, 2006. Temp. 28deg. 
Hum. 52%. Before heavy rain (b) July 14, 2006, Temp. 32deg. Hum. 50% Thunder cloud 
proportional to the product of the ionization electron density ne and the magnetic flux density 
B along the beam propagation path. The linearly polarized beam can be regarded as a 
combination of the clockwise and the counterclockwise circularly polarized beams. The 
refractive indices of the ionized atmosphere for each circularly polarized beam are as follows. 
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where peω , ceω  are the plasma and electron cyclotron frequencies, respectively, e is the 
fundamental charge, me is the electron mass, and 0ε  is the permittivity of free space. 
Therefore, the rotation angle of polarization of the beam propagated at distance L (=L1~L2) is 
obtained as follows. 
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where λ is wavelength of the propagating beam. Since δ is proportional to λ2, the rotation 
angle for visible light is small. Therefore, the polarization angle rotation must be measured 
with high accuracy in order to detect lightning discharge. 
When the Faraday effect is applied to lightning measurement, the atmosphere needs to be 
partially ionized, and the magnetic flux due to the lightning discharge must exist. Cloud-to-
cloud discharge, which causes 20-30 times continuous discharge, satisfies those conditions. 
(Franzblau & Popp, 1989; Franzblau, 1991; Stith et al, 1999; Society of Atmospheric 
Electricity of Japan, 2003) 
 
 
Magnetic Flux 
Density B 
Partially Ionized  
Atmosphere/Cloud
Linearly 
Polarized Beam
Rotation Angleδ 
 
Fig. 5-1. Faraday effect. 
5.2 New concept lidar 
The analysis and experimental results have shown that the rotation angle of polarization 
plane of the propagating beam is less than 1 degree, so that the mutually perpendicular 
polarization components must be measured with a sensitivity and accuracy of >30 dB in 
order to detect lightning discharges. The rotation of the polarization plane only occurs in a 
nearly perfectly ionized atmosphere, so the signal cannot be detected unless the transmitted 
beam intersects the discharge path. On the other hand, the shock wave (variation in the 
neutral gas density) generated by the discharge can be detected over a broader range, while 
it causes no rotation of the polarization plane. (Fukuchi, 2005) This was confirmed by high 
voltage discharge experiment in the next section.  
Therefore, the scenario of the lightning detection using the lidar system is designed as 
follows. At first the system roughly scans the sky in the direction in which the occurrence of 
a cloud-to-cloud lightning discharge is likely. If a shock wave is detected, the 3-demensional 
lightning position is estimated. Next, by scanning the neighborhood of the lightning 
position with higher precision to intersect the propagating beam and the lightning discharge 
path, the rotation angle of the polarization plane is measured. In general, lower area 
(bottom) of clouds will be scanned, as the beam penetrates only a few hundred meters in 
clouds. The distribution of the discharge location and its change will lead to the prediction 
of lightning strike. 
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The lidar system must be capable of measurement at near range with a narrow field of view 
in order to eliminate the effects of multiple scattering. The use of in-line optics is effective in 
meeting this requirement. The system must also have scanning capability to search the 
cloud-to-cloud lightning discharge. The concept of the lidar system for lightning detection is 
shown in Fig.5-2. For the detection of the small rotation angle, differential detection should 
be used. 
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Fig. 5-2. Concept of lidar lightning detection. 
6. Demonstration –Ground based experiment- 
6.1 Apparatus 
Figure 6-1 shows the experimental setup of the high-voltage discharge experiment. (Shiina, 
2008b; Fukuchi, in press) The experiment was conducted in a high voltage experiment hall 
using an impulse voltage generator (HAEFELY SGΔΑ1600-80). The discharge gap between 
the needle electrodes was 0-2 m and the charging voltage was >1000 kV. A voltage divider 
and Rogowski coil were used to measure the charge voltage and the discharge current. The 
laser beam was transmitted near the discharge path. The polarization plane of the linearly 
polarized laser beam was so adjusted by a half wave plate (HWP) that its photon flux was 
equally divided into the two mutually orthogonal polarization components. The intensities 
of the orthogonal polarization components were detected by photodiodes (PDs) with 
amplifiers. A differential amplifier was also installed in the receiver circuit to detect the 
small rotation angle of the polarization plane. To eliminate electromagnetic noise caused by 
the discharge, the laser power supply and the receiver circuit were placed inside copper 
boxes. Signal cables were also shielded by wire mesh. The specifications of the discharge 
equipment and the optical detection system are summarized in Table 6-1. The differential 
output was detected only when the polarization plane was rotated by the Faraday effect. 
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The position of the propagating beam could be adjusted with respect to the discharge path 
and the discharge terminals. 
The rotation angle of the polarization plane was estimated from the intensities of the 
orthogonal polarization components or the differential output by eq.(6-1). Ip and Is are the 
intensities of the orthogonal polarization components. 
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Fig. 6-1. Experimental setup of the high voltage discharge experiment. 
When |Ip-Is|<<Ip, Is, the rotation angle is approximated by the following equation. 
 
sp
sp
II
II
+
−=δ   (6-2) 
The estimation of the rotation angle is illustrated in Fig. 6-2. The polarity of the rotation 
angle indicates the spatial relation between the beam and the discharge path. 
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Fig. 6-2. Differential detection. 
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Discharge equipment 
Manufacturer, model  HAEFELY SG ΔΑ1600-80 
Maximum charging voltage +/-1600 kV 
Discharge waveform Lightning Impulse 
Electrodes needles 
Discharge gap length 0-2 m 
Beam/Receiver 
Light source Nd:YAG green laser  
λ=532 nm, CW 
Power 150 mW 
Detector Photodiode + Amplifier 
detection Differential detection 
Table 6-1. Specifications of the discharge equipment and the optical detection system 
6.2 Rotation angle detection 
6.2.1 Detection of shock waves 
Lightning discharge generates shock waves, which accompany variations in the air density 
and cause fluctuations of the propagating beam.(Fukuchi, 2005) Signals due to the shock 
waves are shown in Fig. 6-3. The discharge gap between the needle terminals was 77 cm and 
the charge voltage was –1200 kV. The propagating beam passed 4 cm below and 3 cm to the 
left of the high voltage needle electrode. In this case, the rotation angle was not detected 
because of the spatial separation between the discharge path and the beam. The air density 
variation accompanying the shock wave does not contribute to the Faraday effect, so the 
differential output is zero. In Fig. 6-3, the shock wave appeared 30 μs after the discharge 
trigger, so the distance between the discharge path and the propagating beam was 
calculated as 1 cm. In the experiment, we confirmed that the shock wave could be detected 
at a few hundred μs after the discharge trigger. Therefore, the shock wave signal can be 
used an indicator to locate the discharge location. 
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Fig. 6-3. Detection of shock wave. 
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6.2.2 Detection of polarization rotation angle  
The differential output signals corresponding to the rotation angle of the polarization plane 
are shown in Fig.6-4. The typical discharge current is also shown. The discharge gap 
between the needle terminals was 77 cm and the charging voltage was +/–1200 kV. The 
propagating beam passed 2 cm under the high voltage needle electrode. The waveform 
before 10 μs could not be evaluated because of the electromagnetic noise due to the 
discharge. The differential outputs in the case of positive discharge (+1200 kV) and negative 
discharge (-1200 kV) showed opposite polarity. The output signals had the same response 
time as the discharge current. The rotation angle evaluated using eq. (6-1) was δ=0.53 
degrees for positive polarity and δ=0.50 degrees for negative polarity. The dynamic range of 
>30 dB of the differential amplifier enabled detection of the small rotation angle. The results 
were in agreement with the results of numerical analysis and preliminary experiment using 
short gap discharge. 
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Fig. 6-4. Obtained waveform showing rotation angle detection for positive and negative 
polarities. 
To suppress the electromagnetic noise, the receiver optics and electrical circuits were put in 
a shielded room. Due to spatial limitations caused by the introduction of the shield room, 
the position of the propagating beam was changed to 30 cm above the ground needle 
electrode from 2cm below the high voltage needle electrode. The electron density does not 
change significantly in the discharge path on arc or spark discharge. The discharge gap 
length was extended from 77 cm to 100 cm. This caused the shot-to-shot fluctuations of the 
discharge path in the extended discharge gap. The rotation angle depends on the distance 
between the discharge path and the propagating beam. Figure 6-5 shows the results of the 
experiment. The discharge gap between the needle terminals was 100 cm and the charge 
voltages were +1200 kV. Fig. 6-5(a) shows the differential output signals. The influence of 
the electromagnetic noise on the waveform decreased in comparison with the former 
experiment. Photographs of the discharge path in Fig. 6-5(b) were obtained simultaneously 
with the waveforms in Fig. 6-5(a). The position of the propagating laser beam is also 
indicated. The separation distance between the beam center and the discharge path was <2 
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cm for (A) and >6 cm for (B). The rotation angle was estimated as 0.54 degrees in case (A). 
The existence of the differential output is dependent on the distance between the discharge 
path and the beam. The output signal thus appeared when the probing beam was located 
within 2 cm apart from the discharge path, where the atmosphere was nearly perfectly 
ionized (ne~1025  m-3).  
The present sensitivity of the rotation angle of the polarization plane is <1 degree. It is 
sufficient to detect the rotation angle only in a perfectly ionized atmosphere (ne~1025 m-3). 
The rotation angle can be detected only if the transmitting beam crosses the neighborhood 
of the discharge path. On the other hand, the shock wave does not rotate the polarization 
plane, and can be detected over a broader spatial region. Therefore, the observation 
algorithm for lidar application is designed as follows. At first, the lidar system roughly 
scans the observation region. When a shock wave is detected, the lightning position is 
estimated. Next, the neighborhood of the lightning position is scanned with higher spatial 
resolution, and the rotation angle of the polarization plane is measured. The discharge 
current, magnetic flux density, and ionized density of atmosphere are estimated. The 
distribution of the ionized atmosphere and its change will lead to the prediction of lightning 
strike. 
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Fig. 6-5. Discharge experiment with electromagnetic shield room. 
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7. High precision polarization lidar 
7.1 System setup 
The lidar system was developed under the concept of the above lidar design. (Shiina, 2007a 
& 2008c) A schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 7-1, a photograph is shown in Fig. 7-2, and 
the specifications are summarized in Table 7-1. The optical circulator and a pair of Axicon 
prisms were installed into the lidar optics to realize the in-line optics. All optical 
components were selected to realize the high polarization extinction ratio and the high-
power light source. 
The laser source is a second harmonic Nd:YAG laser of wavelength 532 nm and pulse 
energy 200mJ. The polarization plane of the beam is balanced by a half wave plate (HWP) so 
the intensities of the parallel (p-) and orthogonal (s-) component beams are equal. The 
controlled beam passes through the specially designed polarization independent optical 
circulator. The beam changes its wave shape to the annular by a pair of Axicon prisms to 
expand its beam size up to the telescope diameter and to prevent the second mirror of the 
telescope from blocking the beam. All of the optics including the Axicon prisms had small 
tilts at the flat surface and AR coatings in every surface because the directly reflected light 
goes back to the detectors. Nevertheless, gated photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) are used for 
detection. The gate function stops the PMT operation until the outgoing beam exits the lidar 
optics. This protects the PMTs from reflections of the high power laser pulse from optical 
components in the in-line optics. The time delay between the beam firing and the start of the 
gate function is 0.2 μs. In other words, the system can detect the lidar echo signals from the 
near range of >30 m. 
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Fig. 7-1. Systematic diagram of high-precision polarization lidar system. 
The scanning mirror was installed into the lidar system. The scanning area of the 
observation was limited to 26 degrees in elevation and 30 degrees in azimuth because of the 
constraint of the installation site.  
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To detect the small rotation angle of < 1 degree, the polarization-independent optical 
circulator for high power green laser was developed, as shown in Fig. 7-3. To avoid damage 
from the strong incident laser pulse, half wave plates (HWP), Gran laser prisms (GLP), 
Faraday rotators (FR), and mirrors (M) were chosen based on high threshold for optical 
tolerance, high transmittance (high reflectance for mirrors), and high extinction ratio for the 
polarization. The linearly polarized beam is divided equally at GLP1 into orthogonal 
polarization beams, which go through each path and are joined together at GLP2. The 
combined beam is transmitted into the Axicon prisms. When the lidar echo re-enters the 
optics, the parallel (p-) polarization echo to the incident beam is detected at GLP3. The echo  
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Fig. 7-2. Snapshot of high precision polarization lidar system. 
Laser Nd:YAG laser (Lotis TII) 
 Pulse Energy   200 mJ 
Wavelength   532 nm 
Repetition rate   10 Hz 
 
Beam Diameter   27 cmφ 
Telescope Shmidt-Cassegrain (Celestron NextarGPS) 
 Aperture   28 cmφ 
 Field of View   0.177 mrad 
Detector PMT with gate function (2 ports for p- and s-polarizations) 
(Hamamatsu K.K.) 
 Filter bandwidth  3 nm 
Observation Range   0-20 km(max) 
Table. 7-1. Lidar Specifications. 
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is picked up in the direction perpendicular to the illustration. The orthogonal (s-) 
polarization echo goes back into the circulator and is detected at GLP1. The isolation and the 
insertion loss of the optical circulator are summarized in Table 7-2. The transmission 
efficiency of the laser beam was 1.05 dB (79%) on average, which is acceptable considering 
the transmittances of the optical components. It is also confirmed that the GLP had a 
sufficiently high extinction ratio of >30 dB for the polarization. 
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Fig. 7-3. Polarization-independent optical circulator. 
 
Isolation 
Mode Pol. 
Insertion 
loss [dB] p-pol. echo [dB] s-pol. echo [dB] 
p 1.01 
Transmitter 
s 1.08 
>39 >39 
p 1.25 - >35.9 
Receiver 
s 1.65 >35.4 - 
Table 7-2. Performance of polarization independent optical circulator. 
7.2 Measurement 
Here, echo characteristics of the high precision polarization lidar are explained in 
perspective of measurement range, intensity balance between p- and s-polarization 
components, and accuracy. Thanks to the in-line optics, the echo can be detected from near 
range of 30-50 m. Since the near range echo is large, the receiver’s trigger is delayed by the 
gate function of PMT to restrict the current, especially in the case of far range measurement. 
If the PMT output current is too large, the balance between p- and s-polarizations is 
disrupted. In the following figures, the delay was adjusted adequately. Echoes were 
obtained from 330 m in Fig. 7-4, and from 820m in Figs. 7-5-7-7. We have confirmed that the 
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delay of more than 3.5-4.0 μs (the lidar echo distance of 500-600 m) is acceptable to obtain 
the balanced echoes. 
At first, the calculated accuracy of rotation angle of the polarization plane was checked by 
using a hard target. Figure 7-4 shows the p- and s-component echoes from a lightning rod 
located at a distance of 480 m from the lidar. As this distance is not large enough to 
eliminate the large echoes, p- and s-polarization echoes were not equal especially in near 
range of <400m. The echoes were summed over 1024 shots. As the lightning rod is a 
cylinder, the incident beam is depolarized if it was hit on a decline. Here we evaluated the 
depolarization as the rotation angle to check the accuracy of the lidar echoes. By using the 
derivation from Equation (6-1), the rotation angle was calculated as –0.497 degrees. The 
negative sign indicates the clockwise rotation of polarization plane in Fig. 6-1, that is, s-
polarization component was larger than p-component. This result indicates the ability for 
the detection of the small rotation angle of 1 degree. 
Figure 7-5 shows the balance and the accuracy of the echo intensities in the high precision 
polarization lidar by the atmospheric fluctuations. The figure shows the difference between 
p- and s-component echoes summed over 4096 shots. The difference at <1 km is large, while 
that at far distance becomes small, of the order of <100 μV. This difference indicates the 
accuracy of rotation angle of +/-0.35. That is, the atmospheric fluctuation is restricted 
enough to identify the rotation due to a lightning discharge. The accuracy, however, is 
obtained under summation over a large number of shots. The lightning discharge has the 
duration in the order of a 10-100 μs  See Fig.6-4). Although the cloud-to-cloud discharge 
continues a few dozens times, the summation should be finished within the period. 
The low-altitude cloud observation is shown in Fig. 7-6. The vertical axis is the range-
corrected signal (PLL2) shown in logarithmic scale. The water cloud was detected at 2.34 km 
ahead. Although p- and s-component echoes from the cloud base were equal intensity, the 
difference became large at the inside of the cloud. The incident beam penetrated up to 500-
600m. The effect of multiple scattering becomes large when the beam penetrates inside 
cloud. The high precision polarization lidar has the narrow FOV of 0.177 mrad, which 
successfully eliminated multiple scattering inside the cloud at about 300m. However, the 
contribution of multiple scattering cannot be ignored for echoes from deeper locations  
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 Fig. 7-4. Hard target detection.   
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Fig. 7-5. Accuracy check for long propagation distance. 
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Fig. 7-6. Cloud observation. 
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Fig. 7-7. Estimation of atmospheric coefficient. 
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inside clouds. The lidar echoes were also examined in the viewpoint of the atmospheric 
extinction coefficient. The atmospheric extinction coefficient is derived from the slope of the 
range-corrected signal, shown in Fig. 7-7. The p- and s-component echoes were well 
balanced. Although the small peak at 1.2km was a thin cloud, there are no influence to the 
backward echoes. The visibility calculated by the atmospheric coefficient was well coincide 
with the actual visibility. The near range echo also has the enough accuracy to evaluate the 
atmospheric characteristics. 
8. Summary 
Lidars for local weather prediction for prevention of disasters such as heavy rain and 
lightning strike were developed. As in-line optics were adopted to the in-line MPL and the 
high precision polarization lidar, the near range measurement could be accomplished with 
the narrow FOV. Optical circulators were also developed originally not to only separate 
echoes from the transmitting beam, but also to detect the orthogonal polarization echoes. 
The polarization extinction ratio between p- and s-polarization echoes was about 20 dB in 
the in-line MPL. The system can distinguish the ice-crystals from spherical particles stably in 
long period. The extinction ratio was improved to more than 30dB in the high precision 
polarization lidar. This improvement realized the measurement of Faraday effect caused by 
lightning discharge. 
The current approach led to application of lidar to detection of hazardous gases. A mini 
Raman lidar with in-line optics to detect the hydrogen gas leak in near range is currently 
under development. A mini lidar to monitor the closed space atmosphere such as a factory 
and an exhibition hall is also under development. 
The lidar studies made progress to the another field too. We found that the annular beam 
used in the in-line lidar optics transforms its intensity distribution into that of the non-
diffractive beam through the propagation and that the transformed beam has the tolerant 
characteristics in the atmospheric fluctuation.(Shiina, 2007b) Now The technique tries to 
apply to penetrate the longer distance or to monitor the deeper area in the dense scattering 
media. 
The near range detectable in-line lidar is counted on continued outstanding success to the 
various application by adjusting its size and specifications. 
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